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Natural Patterns of Neural Activity
How Physiological Mechanisms are Orchestrated to Cope with Real Life
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Abstract
Physiological mechanisms of neuronal information processing have been shaped during evolution by a continual interplay between organisms and their sensory surroundings. Thus, when asking for the functional significance of such mechanisms, the natural conditions under which they
operate must be considered. This has been done successfully in several studies that employ sensory stimulation under in vivo conditions. These studies address the question of how physiological mechanisms within neurons are properly adjusted to the characteristics of natural stimuli and
to the demands imposed on the system being studied. Results from diverse animal models show
how neurons exploit natural stimulus statistics efficiently by utilizing specific filtering capacities.
Mechanisms that allow neurons to adapt to the currently relevant range from an often immense
stimulus spectrum are outlined, and examples are provided that suggest that information transfer
between neurons is shaped by the system-specific computational tasks in the behavioral context.
Index Entries: Adaptation; calcium imaging; cricket cercal system; dendritic processing; in
vivo stimulation; motion vision; photoreceptor; sensory coding; synaptic transmission; temporal filtering.

intact animal. Thorough investigations of the
physiological processes that regulate the firing
of neurons are conventionally performed on
slices of neuronal tissue that properly fit into a
Petri dish or recording chamber. Responses of
sensory cells and neurons can sometimes be
analyzed in detail only when the cells are
extracted from the layers of tissue that normally surround them. For instance, synaptic
transmission has often been investigated in

Introduction
The diversity of intricate mechanisms of
neuronal signaling is usually most easily studied in reduced preparations rather than in the
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preparations of the neuromuscular junction,
where the muscle was prevented from twitching (and thus from potentially causing
mechanical artefacts in the recording) (1–3).
Photoreceptor light adaptation is frequently
studied in isolated rods or cones that are
amenable to electrophysiological recording
and pharmacological manipulation, but no
longer interact with neighboring cells (4–6).
During the past few decades, a vast number
of in vitro studies on various preparations provided detailed insight into complicated molecular signaling pathways, and several specific
aspects of neuronal excitability could even be
traced to the properties of particular types of
ion channels (7–9). Nevertheless, it is advisable
to look beyond in vitro preparations. When the
nerve cells being investigated are deprived of
their natural input, neuronal excitation must
be evoked artificially—for example, by the
injection of current or by the application of
neurotransmitters or appropriate agonists.
However, such an artificial stimulation results
in ranges and temporal patterns of neuronal
activity that do not always match those that
occur naturally. In order to draw conclusions
about how neurons and sensory cells operate
under real-life conditions, it is essential to complement in vitro studies with investigations
performed on animals that are as intact as possible and can be provided with sensory input.
Ideally, these sensory stimuli should be
identical to those encountered by the behaving animal in its natural surroundings. However, such stimulation is often not compatible
with experimental procedures. Therefore, the
in vivo studies of neurophysiological mechanisms that are the topic of this article differ in
the extent to which the stimulation approximates natural conditions, although in all
examples sensory stimulation replaces artificial excitation. Depending on the type of
preparation, the techniques applied and the
questions addressed, the sensory stimuli
range from simple, typical “laboratorydesigned” ones to stimuli resembling the
complex ones experienced by the behaving
animal as closely as possible.
Molecular Neurobiology
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This review can only glimpse at the wealth
of approaches pursued in recent years to elucidate how neural mechanisms operate under
natural conditions. Furthermore, our survey
focuses on sensory circuits, leaving out investigations of how motor patterns are generated
under real-life conditions. Three fundamental
questions are addressed in this article. First,
how is sensory processing organized within
the constraints imposed by the system’s natural input? Second, which adaptational mechanisms are implemented to cope with the
wide spectrum of stimulus strengths an animal encounters in behavioral situations?
Third, how is synaptic transfer of sensory
information matched to the particular tasks of
the system?

Sensory Coding
The processing of sensory information of
different modalities has been investigated in a
wide range of animal models. In this article,
we present examples from three animal models—electric fish, crickets, and flies—covering
the sensory modalities of electroreception,
mechanosensation, and vision. However different, all these studies share one important
aspect: sensory coding mechanisms were studied during presentation of sensory stimuli, but
not during artificial excitation of the sensory
receptors. The electrosensory system of certain
species of fish is one of the first systems in
which neurophysiological investigations were
performed during natural stimulation. Since
this topic was recently highlighted in a series
of review papers (10), we will only briefly
mention some aspects of electrosensory information processing. Weakly electric fish explore
their surroundings by active electrolocation.
They generate an electric field by means of
electric organ discharges and sense perturbations of the electric field caused by objects or
conspecifics with an array of electroreceptor
organs distributed on their skin. This process
enables electric fish to perceive an image of
their surroundings. The fact that electrosenVolume 27, 2003
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sory input patterns largely depend on the
behavior of the fish itself—namely its electric
organ discharges—emphasizes the need to
analyze the responses of neurons during natural stimulation. Therefore, the research on
electric fish provides early examples of behavioral and neuronal responses observed during
playback of sensory stimuli, which were generated previously by the behaving animal and
recorded by the experimenter (11–13).
Several years ago, in vivo patch clamp
recordings of electrosensory neurons became
feasible, and now allow a detailed analysis of
the physiological mechanisms underlying
electrosensory information processing (14). In
the midbrain of Eigenmannia, there are biophysically distinct groups of electrosensory
neurons that respond best to different ranges
of frequencies of the electric fields. This selectivity may be crucial for discerning small
object-induced perturbations of the electric
field against a high level of background noise.
Frequency-selective neuronal responses also
allow adjustment of the frequency at which
the electric organ discharges. This adjustment
is necessary to avoid interference from discharges of neighboring fish, and is known to
be significant in the context of communication
during reproductive behavior (10). Neurons
respond in a frequency-selective way by acting either as low-, band-, or high-pass filters.
The operating mode is shaped by passive
membrane characteristics and dendritic morphology. In addition, the expression of voltage-dependent conductances may contribute
to the temporal properties of electrosensory
midbrain neurons (15).
A similar function for active conductances in
providing neurons with specific filtering properties was found to exist in the visual system of
flies (16). Large, motion-sensitive neurons,
known as tangential cells (TCs), sample
motion information from retinotopically
arranged input elements (17–19) (Fig. 1A).
Thus, they respond in a directionally selective
manner to motion in a large part of the visual
surroundings. Because of their intricate receptive field properties, some TCs have been sugMolecular Neurobiology
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gested to respond specifically to the optic flow
associated with certain types of self-motion
(20–22), whereas others detect movements of
objects against a steady background (23–25).
Approximately 60 TCs can be individually
identified, and intracellular recordings can be
obtained from some of them during sensory
stimulation in vivo. Depending on cell type,
TCs respond to visual motion by graded shifts
of their membrane potential, by spikelike
events superimposed on graded membranepotential shifts, or by large-amplitude action
potentials. The different response modes are
the result of active conductances with which
some of the TCs are equipped (26). These conductances also specify how TCs filter their
visual input. Two classes of TCs differ in their
dynamic response properties when tested with
sinusoidally modulated velocities (16). One
class possesses mainly passive membrane conductances. Its membrane potential follows
slow fluctuations in image velocity, whereas
rapid fluctuations are filtered out. In contrast,
the response of the other class of TCs at higher
frequencies is boosted by means of a voltagegated sodium conductance, allowing the neuron to transmit information about somewhat
faster changes in image motion (16,27). However, upon inactivation of this conductance, the
filtering properties of the two TC classes
become very similar.
The magnitude of membrane-potential
responses of the previously mentioned two
classes of TCs depends in a similar way on the
velocity and the direction of constant velocity
motion. However, this does not always indicate that their output information is identical.
This point was addressed by measuring concentration changes of cytosolic calcium in the
two classes of TCs during visual stimulation
(28). One of the two TC classes possesses dendritic output synapses (29). The magnitude of
dendritic calcium accumulation differs significantly in its stimulus dependency between the
TC classes, although that of the corresponding
membrane-potential responses is the same
(Fig. 1C). This feature could allow neurons to
differentially control the stimulus dependence
Volume 27, 2003
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Fig. 1. Dendritic calcium signaling in visual motion-sensitive neurons of the fly. (A) (Left) head of a female
blowfly (Calliphora vicina). Large compound eyes provide a nearly panoramic field of view. (Right) diagram of
the visual motion pathway of the fly. Motion information is first calculated locally by a specific wiring of inputs
from single ommatidia. Subsequently, the large dendrites of TCs retinotopically sample local estimates of motion
in specific directions. The HSE-cell, which is shown here (reconstruction courtesy of K. Hausen), responds in a
direction-selective manner to horizontal motion in the equatorial part of the visual field. (B) Changes in membrane potential and dendritic calcium concentration in an HS-cell measured in vivo during motion of a grating
pattern with a temporal frequency of 4 Hz in the neuron’s preferred direction. Calcium signals were detected by
filling the neuron with a calcium-sensitive dye and measuring relative changes of the fluorescence intensity
(∆F/F) with a CCD camera. Calcium accumulation in the dendrite of the HS-cell is shown in a series of colorcoded pictures (raw fluorescence picture of the imaged area shown below and as a time-course of the signal
spatially integrated across the dendrite (corresponding timing of the color-coded images indicated by the numbering). Pattern motion indicated by the horizontal bar. The membrane potential (∆EM) of the neuron, measured
intracellularly in its axon, responds with a graded depolarization on which spike-like transients are superimposed. (C) Comparison of two classes of TCs, CH-, and HS-cells (individual members shown on top as reconstructions from fluorescence images), with respect to their membrane-potential responses and dendritic calcium
responses. The two cell classes are assumed to perform different computational tasks, in the context of figureground discrimination in the case of CH- and of optomotor control in the case of HS-cells (105–109). CH-cells
possess dendritic output synapses 29. The dependence of membrane potential responses on motion velocity
(given here as the pattern’s temporal frequency) is similar for both cell classes (top left: data for CH; top right:
data for HS). In contrast, the magnitude of dendritic calcium responses differs significantly in its velocity dependence between the cell classes (bottom left: data for CH; bottom right: data for HS). All values are normalized to
the response at 2 Hz. Experimental data in part from ref. 28.
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of physiological processes, such as transmitter
release or enzymatic activities, depending on
whether the process is regulated by calcium,
by the membrane potential, or by both.
In situ recording techniques have also been
used in the fly to study how photoreceptors
and their synaptic targets, the large monopolar
cells (LMCs), process fluctuating light intensities, as encountered in natural situations (30).
The fluctuations of light intensity through time
(“time series”) were behaviorally generated,
not by monitoring the motions of a fly but by
those of a human subject: a small optical
device measuring light intensities was worn on
a headband by a freely walking person. The
measured time series of light intensities were
subsequently presented to the fly during electrophysiological recordings. Power spectra of
natural time series of intensities closely follow
a 1/f relationship (with f = temporal frequency). These signals are low-pass filtered at
the level of the photoreceptors. Further filtering is introduced by the LMCs. This processing
of natural light intensities results in power
spectra that are almost flat over a large range
of temporal frequencies (Fig. 2A). Moreover,
although the light intensities in time series of

Fig. 2. Processing of natural times series of light
intensities by the visual system of the fly. (A) Temporal power spectra of a 45-min stretch of intensity
data, measured by a head-mounted device worn by a
freely-walking person (a), and of the resulting
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responses in a photoreceptor (b) and an LMC (c) of
the blowfly (Calliphora vicina). The photoreceptor’s
power spectrum closely follows a 1/f relationship
(with f = temporal frequency), and its slope is shown
by the dashed line. For a, power density is normalized to the average intensity, thus yielding a unit of
(contrast)2Hz–1. For b and c, the units are (mV)2Hz1.
(B) Probability density of the intensity measurement
(a) and the resulting responses in a photoreceptor (b)
and an LMC (c). Highly skewed intensity distributions are transformed into symmetrical distributions
of photoreceptor and, even more, of LMC activity.
Note that a roughly symmetrical distribution on the
intensity data on a log scale (as in a) implies a very
skewed distribution on a linear scale. The plots also
indicate that photoreceptors and LMCs use a large
part of their available response range when responding to natural stimuli. The units of the probability
densities are [log10 (intensity)]–1 in a, and mV–1 in b
and c. Figures adapted from ref. (30).
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limited duration often have skewed probability density distributions, the response of photoreceptors and particularly that of LMCs is
much more symmetrically distributed over the
range of attainable membrane potential values
(Fig. 2B). This shows that neurons at the first
stages of the visual system utilize a large part
of their available response range—thus efficiently exploiting the channel’s information
capacity—when they respond to natural stimuli. Along with linear filtering, fast gain control, and adaptation, contribute to this feature
of sensory coding.
The filtering properties of photoreceptors
are not uniform across various insect species.
Differences in temporal filtering have been
shown to match the demands imposed on
photoreceptors by the behavioral repertoire of
the animal (31). Fast-moving fly species possess rapidly responding photoreceptors,
whereas slow-moving species exhibit more
slowly responding ones. These differences in
photoreceptor performance were shown to be
the result of differences in the cells’ equipment with delayed-rectifier potassium conductances (32).
The physiological mechanisms underlying
the processing of sensory information have
also been studied in orthopterans. Crickets are
equipped with a mechanosensory system on
antenna-like abdominal appendages known as
cerci, which sense wind stimuli. The cerci
enable the cricket to detect approaching predators in order to execute a rapid escape
response. Sensory processing in this system
exhibits several similarities to the processing of
optic flow by TCs in the fly visual system.
First, information from sensory afferents, in
this case supplied by filiform hairs distributed
on the cerci, is integrated by only a few giant
interneurons that are located in the terminal
abdominal ganglion (TAG) (33). Second, like
the TCs, the interneurons in the TAG sample a
large number of sensory inputs on their dendrites in a topographic fashion (34–36). Third,
calcium accumulation appears to play a role in
the dendritic computation of input information (37–40). What makes the study of informaMolecular Neurobiology
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tion processing in the mechanosensory cercal
system of the cricket attractive for the
researches experimenter is that—similar to the
fly visual system—electrophysiological recording and calcium imaging can be performed in
vivo during sensory stimulation (Fig. 3A).
Calcium accumulation in the distal dendrite
of the median giant interneuron (MGI)
depends on the direction of air-puffs applied
to the cerci (38). (Fig. 3B) In contrast, calcium
accumulation in the “initial segment”, a proximal dendritic region close to the axon of the
MGI, and the spike response of the neuron, are
not markedly dependent on direction. Nevertheless, distal dendritic calcium increase was
suppressed when action-potential generation
was blocked (38,39). This is surprising because
it indicates that dendritic calcium influx is critically dependent on the co-occurrence of
spike backpropagation into the dendrite and
synaptic input activity. What physiological
functions can be attributed to calcium accumulation in the dendrites of the wind-sensitive interneurons in the TAG of the cricket?
Recent evidence suggests that, in the MGI,
dendritic calcium plays a role in the regulation of wind sensitivity via short-term
depression of input synapses (Fig. 4). Activity-dependent changes of the excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) slope indicative of
synaptic depression were suppressed when
calcium rises were blocked by injection of a
calcium chelator into the MGI (40).

Adaptation
The range of intensities of sensory stimuli
encountered by an animal in real life often
encompasses several orders of magnitude. For
instance, neurons in the visual system are confronted with changes in light intensity ranging
from dim starlight to bright daylight. However, the neuronal signaling range, is limited
by physiological properties such as the fixedreversal potential of membrane currents. The
task of coding a large variety of input intensities by a limited bandwidth of output activities
Volume 27, 2003
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Fig. 3. Direction selectivity of wind-evoked calcium transients in interneurons of the cricket cercal
system. (A) Diagram of the experimental set-up. An
interneuron in the terminal abdominal ganglion
(TAG) of the cricket (Gryllus bimaculatus) is
recorded in vivo with an intracellular electrode and
filled with a calcium-sensitive fluorescent dye. Air
puffs are applied to the cercus located either ipsi- or
contralateral to the neuron’s soma. (B) Top, peak
amplitudes of calcium concentration rises measured
by confocal imaging of relative changes of the fluorescence intensity (∆F/F) in response to air puffs to
the ipsilateral (white columns) or the contralateral
(shaded columns) cercus. Responses were measured
either in the proximal “initial segment” of the dendrite (left two columns) or the distal contralateral
dendrite (right two columns) of the neuron and nor-
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can only be solved by implementing physiological processes that temporarily shift the
neuron’s response range to the current prevailing stimulus intensity. In the fly, photoreceptor
adaptation can be studied in vivo by penetrating a single photoreceptor in the intact animal
with a recording electrode. Photoreceptor
activity has been recorded in response to light
flashes of variable intensity against background illumination (41–44), and in response
to more naturalistic luminance fluctuations
(45–48). Properties of the phototransduction
cascade and the photoreceptor membrane take
part in the process of adaptation. At low-background-light intensities, fly photoreceptors
generate discrete elementary responses (e.g.,
quantum bumps) to single photons. With
increasing light intensity, quantum bumps
become faster and smaller, and are integrated
into larger and faster voltage responses that
more accurately follow the time-course of the
light stimulus. It has been shown that voltagesensitive potassium conductances adjust the
properties of the photoreceptor membrane to
the changes in gain and dynamics of the phototransduction cascade that are associated with
different light conditions (49). Recently, stable
in vivo recordings from photoreceptors proved
to be feasible in large flies such as Calliphora as
well as in Drosophila (47,48). This genetically
accessible animal model will offer the opportunity to study how molecular processes lead to
basic neuronal functions such as adaptation in
a behavioral context, and how these are compromised by malfunctions in individual steps
of the signaling machinery.

malized to the response in the initial segment to ipsilateral stimulation. Below, sample time-courses of
∆F/F in the initial segment (left) and the contralateral
dendrite (right) upon stimulation of the ipsilateral
(thick line) or contralateral (thin line) cercus. Calcium accumulation in the contralateral dendrite was
direction selective, yielding larger response amplitudes during stimulation of the contralateral cercus
(asterisk indicates p < 0.05, t-test). Figures adapted
from ref. (38,40).
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Fig. 4. Calcium accumulation and regulation of wind-sensitivity by short-term depression in the cricket cercal system. (A) Membrane potential changes (∆EM) and relative calcium concentration changes (∆F/F) in the
MGI of the cricket cercal system are measured in vivo during repetitive air puff stimulation. Calcium accumulation was determined for various regions of the neuron (see inset) and was largest in the dendritic branch on the
stimulated side (region 1). Region 1 indicates the neurite where the intracellular electrode was inserted. (B)
Attenuation of wind-evoked responses during successive air-puff stimulation. Spike number in response to the
first air puff is signicantly higher than that to subsequent ones (asterisk indicates p < 0.005, t-test). Time-courses
of sample responses are shown below. Response attenuation is caused by a reduction of the EPSP slope and can
be blocked by injection of BAPTA into the MGI (data not shown), suggesting calcium-dependent short-term
depression. Figures adapted from ref. (40).

Intracellular calcium dynamics can play a
behaviorally relevant role in the regulation of
neuronal sensitivity. This was demonstrated in
a seminal study on the cricket auditory system
(50). The response of the omega neuron, which
is involved in phonotaxis during mating
behavior, shows a so-called forward-masking
effect when stimulated with simulated cricket
calling songs: A loud sound suppresses the
response to subsequent sounds. Optical recording of calcium dynamics in vivo revealed
that calcium accumulates in the omega neuron
during sensory stimulation. This calcium
Molecular Neurobiology

accumulation is associated with an attenuated
response to repetitive stimulation, and with a
hyperpolarization of the omega neuron following the cessation of a stimulus. The hyperpolarizing after-response is likely to be caused
by a calcium-dependent ionic conductance—
e.g., calcium-activated potassium channels,
which are known to regulate excitability in
many neurons (8). Two findings provide further evidence for a regulation of sensitivity by
a calcium-dependent conductance in the
omega neuron (50): Neuronal excitability is
increased by injection of high concentrations
Volume 27, 2003
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of a calcium buffer and decreased by photolytic release of calcium from a caged calcium
compound. The latter manipulation also
resulted in a hyperpolarization when applied
to the omega neuron during a period of rest.
Adaptation also has a functional relevance in
the visual motion pathway of the fly. Largefield motion-sensitive neurons in the fly
brain—the TCs—adapt to ongoing stimulation
by decreasing their response magnitude (51).
At the same time, their sensitivity to changes in
pattern velocity seems to be preserved (51,52).
However, as shown by recent studies, adaptation in the visual motion system of the fly is a
composite phenomenon, with several processes
functioning either in sequence or in parallel
(53–55). Moreover, studies have recently questioned whether adaptation induces a shift of
the velocity-response curve to the range of prevailing stimulus velocities (56). In earlier studies, such a shift was concluded to be a key
function of motion adaption (51,57,58). All this
makes it difficult to interpret the impact of
adaptation on neuronal coding and on the
behavioral output of the system.
One component of adaptation can be distinguished by its direction selectivity. It is prominent only during motion in the preferred
direction, but not when the direction of motion
is reversed (the null direction, which hyperpolarizes graded-potential TCs) or perpendicular
to the preferred direction (which causes adaptation although no voltage response is elicited
during motion [see ref. 54]). Interestingly, the
physiological mechanisms that occur during
preferred-direction adaptation may be very
similar to those found in the cricket omega neuron. As in the omega neuron, a hyperpolarizing
after-response follows the cessation of excitatory stimuli, such as preferred-direction motion
in the case of fly TCs (55). The time-courses of
the after-response and of the recovery from
adaptation closely resemble each other, both in
the cricket omega neuron and in fly TCs (50,55).
During preferred-direction motion, calcium
accumulates in the dendrites of TCs. Motion
input on TC dendrites is retinotopically organized, and calcium elevations remain locally
Molecular Neurobiology

restricted to activated portions of the dendrite
(59,60). Calcium-dependent mechanisms underlying motion adaptation could thus account
for the finding that adaptation affects only
those parts of the receptive field in which the
adapting stimulus has been presented, instead
of spreading out across the entire receptive
field (51). Correlations between the magnitude
of dendritic calcium accumulation and the
amplitude of the hyperpolarizing afterresponse in two classes of TCs provide evidence for the regulation of motion adaptation
by calcium (Fig. 5).
The natural input of a sensory system is
characterized by its strength, and also by how
much and how rapidly input strength fluctuates over time. The dynamic properties of
sensory stimuli may differ considerably,
depending on the sensory modality and the
behavioral context. For instance, input to the
visual motion system of flies is expected to differ in its statistics during walking and during
flight. The degree to which motion adaptation
in a TC is dependent on the statistical parameters of the stimulus has been investigated in
two recent studies (53,61). Motion stimuli with
velocity fluctuations characterized by different
variance were presented. One study concluded
that the input-output relation of the neuron is
stretched or compressed in order to match a
broad or a narrow distribution of input signals,
respectively (61). Such an “adaptive rescaling”
would help to maximize information transmission. However, adaptation implies that neuronal activity depends on the context. Thus, a
particular activity level does not correspond
unambiguously to a certain stimulus strength.
In the second study, it was concluded that this
ambiguity can be resolved by adaptation on
multiple time-scales and by representation of
various stimulus properties by different parameters of spike train statistics (53).

Synaptic Information Transfer
The usefulness of biologically relevant patterns of stimulation also applies to the investiVolume 27, 2003
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Fig. 5. Role of dendritic calcium in direction-selective adaptation of visual motion-sensitive neurons. (A)
Membrane potential responses (upper trace, averaged response, n = 15 cells) and calcium accumulation in the
dendrite (lower trace, averaged response, n = 5 cells) of fly HS-neurons were measured during presentation of
preferred-direction motion stimuli. A hyperpolarizing after-response is prominent upon the cessation of motion.
Responses to motion stimuli are attenuated while the neuron is in its hyperpolarized state (55). To analyze
whether the after-response could be caused by a calcium-dependent mechanism, the relationship between the
magnitude of the after-response (∆EAR, shaded box) and the amount of calcium accumulated at the end of the
stimulus (shaded box) were determined. (B) Left, correlation between the magnitude of the after-response
(∆EAR) and dendritic calcium accumulation (∆F/F) as determined for motion stimuli of variable duration (given
beside each data point). Data points show mean +/– SE (n = 5–16 cells). A correlation between after-responses
and dendritic calcium in HS-neurons is also seen when stimuli of variable velocity (given as temporal frequency beside each data point) are applied (right). Data points show mean +/– SE (n = 9–30 cells). Experimental data from ref. 55.

gation of synaptic performance, as underscored by a recent study on midbrain electrosensory neurons in Eigenmannia (62). Both
sensory stimulation and artificial stimulation
of afferents at naturalistic pulse rates elicit
short-term synaptic depression in the electrosensory pathway. By attenuating high temporal frequencies of the stimulus more than
low ones, short-term synaptic plasticity acts as
a temporal filter. However, plasticity-induced
filtering differs from low-pass filters such as
those that result from passive electrical properties of neurons in one important aspect—
unlike an ordinary low-pass filter, filtering by
short-term depression leaves the onsets of
high-temporal frequency stimuli unattenuated.
This feature may be highly relevant for the fish
in behavioral situations, since in this way the
neuron preserves its ability to detect sensory
transients (63).
Transfer and processing of sensory information at synapses has also been studied in the
visual system of the fly. Conclusions about the
Molecular Neurobiology

natural performance of the first synapse in the
system, the synapse between photoreceptors
and LMCs, can be drawn by recording the
responses of both types of neurons to light
stimuli that fluctuate dynamically in their
intensity (64). By superimposing these stimuli
on a wide range of background intensities, it is
possible to investigate how the system copes
with the large spectrum of illumination conditions encountered during locomotion in an
inhomogeneous habitat and during the course
of a day. Both photoreceptors and LMCs shift
their membrane potentials in a graded way
instead of generating action potentials (65).
Thus, there is graded and continuous transmitter release at the photoreceptor-LMC synapse,
as well as at the synapse between photoreceptors and bipolar cells in the vertebrate
retina (66–68). Since it is not feasible to record
photoreceptors and LMCs simultaneously, responses of photoreceptors and LMCs elicited
by identical stimuli and recorded successively
were compared. The interposed synapse was
Volume 27, 2003
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Fig. 6. Transfer characteristics of photoreceptor-interneuron synapses. (A) Voltage responses of photoreceptors and their postsynaptic targets, LMCs, to pseudorandomly modulated contrast stimuli were recorded at various adapting background intensities. Synaptic gain is calculated and plotted as a function of modulation
frequency and background luminance (line styles; solid line, highest background intensity). In the low-frequency
range, synaptic gain is about ten times higher at dim backgrounds compared to bright backgrounds. Moreover,
the region of highest synaptic gain shifts from the low- to the high-frequency range with increasing background
intensity. (B) Relationship between visual stimulus and neuronal response expressed by the coherence function
for photoreceptors (left) and LMCs (right). In a linear and noise-free system, the coherence value is one. For high
background intensities, coherence values close to one are reached by photoreceptors in the frequency range
between 0.5 and 150 Hz, and by LMCs between 5 and 150 Hz. This is consistent with linear synaptic transmission from photoreceptors to LMCs in the frequency-range between 5 and 150 Hz under light-adapted conditions. Figures adapted from ref. 64.

concluded to adjust its transfer characteristics
according to the demands imposed by different
background light intensities (64). In dim light,
overall responses of the photoreceptors are—
despite adaptation—rather small. Moreover,
they are fairly slow. Thus, in the high-frequency range, there is not much signal, but all
the more noise, which is partly the result of discrete, highly amplified quantum bumps. To
meet the requirements of dim light conditions,
overall synaptic gain is high, but the synapse
attenuates high input frequencies (Fig. 6A).
With increasing mean light level, both the overall amplitude of the photoreceptor response
and its signal-to-noise ratio in the high-frequency range become larger. Synaptic transfer
adapts to this situation by a decrease in gain,
mainly in the low-frequency range. In this way,
the postsynaptic response is prevented from
saturating, and begins to favor high frequencies
over low ones.
The coherence function can test to what
extent a neural response to a temporally fluctuating stimulus can be accounted for by a sysMolecular Neurobiology

tem operating in a linear and reliable way. An
absolutely linear and noise-free performance
results in a coherence value of one (Fig. 6B).
Under light-adapted conditions, the coherence
for both photoreceptors and LMCs comes close
to one in the frequency range from 5–150 Hz.
This is consistent with a remarkably linear performance of photoreceptor-LMC synapses
over a large range of frequencies under lightadapted conditions (64).
Linearity of synaptic information transfer
over a wide range of operating conditions also
seems to characterize another synapse in the
fly visual system (69): VS-neurons, one class of
large-field motion-sensitive TCs, synapse on
another TC, the V1-neuron. VS-neurons integrate retinotopically arranged dendritic input
into presynaptic output, which consists of
graded membrane-potential shifts on which
spike-like depolarizations are superimposed
(70–72; see Fig. 7A). V1 receives excitatory
input from three VS-neurons, transforms this
information into spike-trains, and transmits it
to the contralateral brain hemisphere. Single
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Fig. 7. Synaptic performance in the natural operating range. (A) In the visual system of the blowfly (Calliphora vicina), graded-potential VS-neurons respond to vertical motion in a large portion of the ipsilateral visual
field. The spiking V1-neuron receives excitatory synaptic input from three VS-neurons, among them VS 2, and
transmits this motion information to the contralateral brain hemisphere (see diagram upper left, cell reconstructions reproduced from refs. 72,75). During visual stimulation of the presynaptic VS-neurons, the membrane
potential of a VS-neuron (∆Epre) was intracellularly recorded, and the postsynaptic spike train was monitored by
an extracellular electrode in V1’s output arborization. The VS-neuron was filled with a calcium-sensitive dye
(see raw fluorescence images, upper right) in order to measure calcium concentration changes in the presynaptic region by fluorescence imaging with a CCD-camera. The time-courses show presynaptic calcium concentration (∆F/F) and membrane potential (∆Epre), and postsynaptic spike trains (action potentials indicated by upright
lines). All three were measured simultaneously during preferred-direction motion of two strengths, which was
varied by changing brightness and contrast of the motion pattern (upper and middle traces) and during nulldirection motion (lower traces). (B) Relationships between pre- and postsynaptic responses (mean +/– SD, n =
4–11 cell pairs) evoked by visual motion stimuli of different strengths. The relationships between presynaptic
depolarizations, presynaptic calcium accumulation and postsynaptic spike rates are, on average, linear over the
entire range of stimulus strengths (open symbols). Rectification is present during null-direction motion, because
it elicits marked presynaptic hyperpolarization but only weak changes in presynaptic calcium and in postsynaptic spike rates (solid symbols). Values of zero correspond to resting levels. For preferred-direction motion, the
relationships were fitted by power-law functions of the type y = axb (dotted lines, b values from left to right: 1.4,
1.0, 1.4). (C) Synaptic transfer of dynamical motion information. Left, presynaptic membrane potential (∆Epre)
and postsynaptic spike-train during presentation of white-noise velocity fluctuations. Middle, relationship
between instantaneous spike rate (estimated from the spike train as the inverse of the interspike interval) and
∆Epre (both temporally filtered by a Gaussian with σ = 20 ms). The arrow indicates the resting membrane potential of the VS-neuron. Right, the coherence function for the transfer of the presynaptic membrane potential into
the postsynaptic spike-train (values below the resting potential were set to zero to account for the rectification
during ND motion). A coherence value of one is consistent with a linear and totally noise-free system. Experimental data from refs. (69,73).

VS-neurons and the V1-neuron were recorded
simultaneously in vivo. Synaptic performance
was tested in its naturally relevant activity
range by presenting visual motion stimuli of
various strengths. Over the entire range, presynaptic depolarizations were found to be linearly transformed into postsynaptic spike
activity (Fig. 7B).
Recently, information transfer at VS-V1
synapses was also investigated during presentation of motion stimuli that fluctuated continually in their velocity, as is typical for optic
flow during locomotion (73). Even under this
highly dynamic condition, synaptic transfer
complies with linear and reliable system properties for presynaptic membrane-potential
fluctuations up to approximately 10 Hz (Fig.
7C). This corresponds to the dynamic range in
which most motion signals are encoded in the
visual system (74). Higher frequencies are
Molecular Neurobiology

increasingly dominated by noise. Synaptic
transfer characteristics may thus be matched to
the temporal limitations of visual motion processing. Nevertheless, information on a millisecond time-scale can also be transferred via
VS-V1 synapses, although by nonlinear mechanisms. These promote a tight temporal coupling of postsynaptic spikes to presynaptic
spike-like depolarizations (73).
Fly TCs are involved in the optomotor control of the flight course, which relies on the
comparison of motion information from both
eyes (75). Linearity of information transfer
between TCs may be advantageous in this context, since it guarantees a consistent dependency of neuronal responses on stimulus
parameters such as motion velocity, regardless
of the number of intervening synapses. However, it seems difficult to accomplish linearity
over a large activity range when considering
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the often highly nonlinear physiological mechanisms underlying synaptic transmission. For
instance, such processes include the activation
characteristics of presynaptic calcium channels
and the calcium-dependency of vesicle exocytosis. The latter has been found at many
synapses to be regulated by calcium in a cooperative way, consistent with the finding that
binding of more than one calcium molecule to
the molecular sensors of the release machinery
is necessary to trigger exocytosis (76). Hill
coefficients of 3 or 4 seem to characterize calcium cooperativity of transmitter release at
most analyzed synapses (1,77–82). However, at
VS-V1 synapses, both the relationship between
membrane depolarization and calcium accumulation in the presynaptic region and that
between the latter and the postsynaptic spike
response were found to be fairly linear (69)
(Fig. 7B).
Two considerations can help to explain these
results: i) Synaptic signaling in the fly visual
system may have been shaped by the specific
computational demands in the context of optomotor behavior. ii) General differences appear
to exist between spike-mediated and graded
synaptic transmission. Presynaptic calcium
channels in graded-potential neurons often
have a lower activation threshold compared to
the ones in spiking neurons (65,83). Obviously,
this also applies to the calcium channels in TCs
(26,84). Furthermore, the resting membrane
potential of graded-potential neurons is often
not as negative as that of spiking ones (65).
Thus, during synaptic activity, presynaptic
membrane-potential values are modulated
around the midpoint of the voltage-response
curve of the calcium channels.
In regard to calcium cooperativity of transmitter release at graded synapses there is evidence for either relatively linear dependency
of release on presynaptic calcium (83,85), or
for co-existence of multiple components of
transmitter release, which deviate in their
time-course and potentially also in their calcium dependency (86–88). There is also evidence for molecular differences in the
transmitter-release machinery between spikMolecular Neurobiology
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ing and graded-potential synapses: the isoform expression of syntaxin, which is critical
for calcium cooperativity of release (89), is
different in graded ribbon synapses of the
vertebrate retina compared to spike-operated
synapses (90,91). Specializations that allow
graded synapses to operate linearly may be
advantageous from an information-theoretical point of view. Whereas steep supralinearities during synaptic transmission could help
to isolate all-or-none signals, such as actionpotentials from membrane-potential noise,
such nonlinearities would degrade the transfer of small amplitude signals at graded
synapses (see Fig. 8).

Conclusions and Perspectives
This review outlines how some of the
approaches and techniques that have been successfully applied for a long time to in vitro
preparations are beginning to contribute to in
vivo investigations of neuronal functioning.
Furthermore, new experimental procedures,
specifically designed to elicit neuronal activity
resembling what occurs during the animal’s
natural behavior as much as possible, are
implemented in an increasing number studies.
For instance, visual stimuli experienced by animals during locomotion or movement of their
eyes can be reconstructed when either the animal’s natural behavioral sequences or its reactions in closed-loop experiments are
monitored. These behaviorally generated stimuli can subsequently be replayed during neuronal recording and/or used for modeling of
neuronal responses (92,93). In the fly, this technique has already been used successfully for
optic flow during unrestrained walking
(94–96) and during tethered flight (25,97).
Next, it will also be implemented for free
flight, since methods are now available both
for high-resolution recording of flight trajectories (98–101) and for presenting panoramic
visual stimuli at sufficiently rapid rates (102).
In larger animals, miniaturized recording
equipment even allows the researcher to
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Fig. 8. Diagram illustrating hypothetical differences between modes of synaptic transmission. The transfer of
action potentials, (e.g., large-amplitude all-or-none signals), would benefit from a supralinear relationship
between transmitter release and presynaptic calcium concentration, [Ca2+]pre, (or in any other synaptic mechanism), yielding an increase in signal-to-noise ratio (left). At a graded synapse, in contrast, there may be signals of
both large and small amplitude. Transfer of the latter would be degraded by synaptic supralinearities, but would
be preserved by linear transfer characteristics (right).

record from neurons in the brain of freely moving animals (see refs. 92,103). Most recently, a
technique for fluorescence imaging of calcium
concentrations in the cortical neurons of freely
moving rats has been introduced (104). Such
approaches will help to reveal how cellular
processes are organized to endow the nervous
system with the ability to reliably perceive
stimuli and properly execute behavioral tasks
in a complex and continually changing environment.
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